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Emerson, Whitman, and the American Muse

by Jerome Loving

“The definitive study of the Whitman/Emerson relationship.”
—James Woodress

In the first book on the relationship of Ralph Waldo Emerson and Walt Whitman, Jerome Loving has skillfully gathered together the relevant documents, sifted through the mass of criticism, and emerged with a study that thoroughly and imaginatively explores a connection that has concerned critics for more than a century. Loving also provides an original discussion of the two poets’ discovery, celebration, and loss of what he calls the American Muse.

xii + 220 pp., $22.00

Kenneth Patchen and American Mysticism

by Raymond Nelson

“It takes a very American brand of mysticism for a poet to survive as an innocent primitive in the materialist forests of North America. It killed Patchen in the end, but not his poetry. Raymond Nelson’s book lays it out.”
—Lawrence Ferlinghetti

Raymond Nelson recovers Patchen’s contribution to the special tradition of mystical literature in America. His book also illuminates the work of Walt Whitman, William Carlos Williams, Allen Ginsberg, and others.

xxiii + 187 pp., $18.95

available at bookstores or from

The University of North Carolina Press

Post Office Box 2288, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514
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